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In This Issue 
Take a fast flight through a small sample of Flight Test Safety News and accident reports 
March Turbo Talk is just one letter away from going supersonic in his review of the 
No Vote – for the first time ever, the Chairman assigns homework to readers of FTSF 
OpEd: AI brings more uncertainty, but applying statistical rigor is still not exhausting 
and will never inappropriate.  Finally, as always, tell your friends about our Podcast. 
 

Sundry Observations from recent Flight Test News  
Time and space will not allow us to address every piece of relevant news reported since 
the last issue, but I want to at least point out a couple of important developments. 
 
The US Air Force achieved a “first in the development of Kubernetes.”  The astute 
observer will note, in particular, that they took the specialized software to a top speed 
of approximately 67,761 mph.*  More at the link: 
 https://www.wpafb.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2475374/586th-flts-
accomplishes-air-force-first-in-development-of-kubernetes/.   

 
USAF photo 

 

In Flight Test accident reporting, I’d be remiss if we didn’t at least link to these: Ikrut 
MC-21-300 skids off Runway during Rejected Takeoff Test 
UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch publishes Alauda Airspeeder Mk II “flying car” 
accident report – the UAV climbed to 8,000 ft and entered controlled airspace during a 
loss of control incident because the “kill switch” failed.  

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-fast-is-the-earth-mov/#:%7E:text=As%20schoolchildren%2C%20we%20learn%20that,or%2067%2C000%20miles%20per%20hour.
https://www.wpafb.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2475374/586th-flts-accomplishes-air-force-first-in-development-of-kubernetes/
https://www.wpafb.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2475374/586th-flts-accomplishes-air-force-first-in-development-of-kubernetes/
https://aviationweek.com/air-transport/safety-ops-regulation/irkut-mc-21-300-skids-runway-during-rejected-takeoff-test
https://aviationweek.com/air-transport/safety-ops-regulation/irkut-mc-21-300-skids-runway-during-rejected-takeoff-test
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/602bb22f8fa8f50388f9f000/Alauda_Airspeeder_Mk_II_UAS_reg_na_03-21.pdf
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Uncertainty about Statistics in AI Flight Test 
“Statistical relevance was considered to the maximum extent possible during test 
design.  However, due to the limited scope of the test...rigorous statistical methods are 
inappropriate.  The test execution period and limited prior performance data were strong 
influences in the design of the test.”  I sighed loudly when I read it, when I came across 
it in the Executive Summary section of an AI + Flight Test plan.   
 
The added complexity of new technologies, the difficulty of parsing what we mean by 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and, finally, the nuanced delineation between this and 
“autonomy” are challenges that each and every flight test professional faces almost 
daily.  This dilemma puts us at risk of losing mastery of the fundamentals.  Our ability 
to understand probability and statistics is one such fundamental.  Furthermore, there 
will never be any test for which rigorous statistical methods are inappropriate. 
 
Suppose, for example, that I have a brown paper bag in my hand, and I don’t tell you 
anything about what’s in it.  When I pull the first item out of the bag—let’s say it is an 
ordinary red dice, the kind you would see in a casino—you will know, with certainty 
and all the statistical rigor in the world, that a red dice is a member of the population.  
 
Before the “test” began, you knew very little about the contents of the brown paper bag.  
In contrast, I think we can all agree that we know much more about the outcome of any 
test before it begins.  In both cases, with only a single outcome, we have a lot of 
information, and we can (even though we forgot how) use statistical rigor to quantify it.  
I'm convinced that “statistical rigor” often shows up in disguise.   

If I gave you a fair quarter, and you flip it, what are the chances that it comes 
up heads?   The answer to this question is simply elementary, yet none of us would deny 
that the answer is statistically rigorous.  The pedantic engineer would argue that the 
domain of this discussion is not statistics, insisting that it is, in fact, probability, but I 
think we all know that the two disciplines are like two sides of the same coin.  As I said, 
I’m convinced that “statistical rigor” often shows up in disguise, and it’s precisely 
because we are so familiar with its appearance that we fail to recognize it as statistical 
rigor.  I want to convince you of the need for and ease of statistical rigor in limited 
space, so I urge you to read the attached white paper for a more thorough treatment with 
no confidence intervals or normal distributions at all—you will not be exhausted. 
 
Just as we bring the vocabulary of the warfighter to the technical rigor of aeronautical 
engineering and apply our knowledge of aeronautics to meeting the needs of the 
warfighter, we can do the same with statistics—this is the classical role of “test 
professional.”  We can speak a language not reserved for dusty textbooks, but instead 
we can communicate about uncertainty with the technical precision we use to execute 
flight test.  Ultimately, let us be decidedly unashamed that we have found useful ways 
to make statistical rigor less exhausting. 

Mark Jones Jr.  
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Turbo Talk – Chairman’s Corner   Art “Turbo” Tomassetti 
As some of you may have seen, we had to cancel our North American Flight Test Safety 
Workshop this year, planned for early May.  While we are hoping for an improving 
trend and decreasing restrictions due to COVID-19, we would not have been able to 
provide the event we wanted, and travel restrictions for many organizations would have 
impacted attendance.  Having said all that, we are looking into what we can do for a 
virtual event at approximately the same time.  Please stay tuned for more details as we 
sort out our options. 
 
In the Feb podcast I talked about the No Vote.  If you haven’t had a chance to listen, I 
recommend it—I think the concept of the No Vote is an important one for any high-risk 
operations.  If you are not familiar, consider this simple explanation:  The No Vote is 
what happens when someone sees something that doesn’t look, feel, or seem right or 
safe, they say something to stop or pause the activity.  When I first presented on the No 
Vote back in 2008, I said I thought there were three distinct criteria to establish an 
environment where the No Vote could be used: 

1.  People trained to know when to use the “no-vote” 
2.  People empowered to use the “no-vote”  
3.  Leaders that understand how to say yes to the “no-vote” 

In the podcast I hit on a catchy phrase of SEE IT, SAY IT, OKAY IT, which is similar 
to the criteria above but would make a much better T-shirt or bumper sticker.  (Of 
course, T-shirts and bumper stickers are old school so maybe I should figure out a 
meme.)  I think most organizations, or at least the ones I have worked in, do a reasonable 
job with the first two criteria.  That third one however is challenging, because saying 
yes to the No Vote usually means something is going to get delayed, and leaders are the 
ones who typically deal with the ramifications of those delays.  It would be so much 
easier if we had tools that showed us the future, and we could easily show the bad thing 
that could occur if we don’t use the No Vote.  We probably could even put a value on 
it for a cost-benefit analysis.  But that tool has yet to be developed, and most attempts 
with time travel result in generation of undesirable alternative timelines.  So we are left 
with something that could happen if we don’t use the No Vote and no way to put a true 
likelihood on that.  Worse yet, imagine the situation that “doesn’t feel right” and we 
aren’t even sure what the bad thing that could happen would be. 
 
So, all of these factors and a few others are the things that make SEE IT, SAY IT, 
OKAY IT hard to put into practice.  In that presentation back in 2008 I actually put 
together a quick reference guide for the No Vote.  That guide included things for 
preparing individuals to use the No Vote (SEE IT), setting the environment that supports 
it (SAY IT), and actions for leaders (OKAY IT).  It seemed pretty straightforward and 
simple to me at the time:  Just follow the guide and you will have an environment that 
supports use of the No Vote.  No crystal ball required—no dangerous reality altering 
time travel, just the ability to recognize something wrong and stop something bad before 
it happens.  Simple. 
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Right about now you are wondering, “Where is this quick reference guide? Surely, 
Turbo will include it or at least provide a link.”  Nope. I know the internet sleuths out 
there will take time out of solving cold cases or locating El Dorado to go find it, and 
that’s okay, but what if the rest of you sat down with a piece of paper, in a group (live 
or virtual), and tried to come up with some things that you think would support or 
improve use of the No Vote.  I will even get you started:  Print or save the attached 
8.5x11 note-page and fill in what you come up with.  In the next issue of FTSF I will 
show you what I had, and we can compare. 
 
Turbo                     Art Tomassetti 
 

FTSC issues new Guidelines for Tony LeVier Award 
In 2019, we published this newsletter’s first call for 
nominations for the Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety 
Award.  The times have changed and the criteria for 
selection of an award winner have also changed.  The 
new nomination form is attached to this newsletter. 
 
The Flight Test Safety Committee is soliciting 
nominations for the award, and the deadline to submit a 
nomination is 30 March 2021.  Here is a link to more 
information about and history of the award: 
http://www.flighttestsafety.org/awards/35-
awards/information/54-tony-levier-flight-test-safety-
award.   
 

Recommend our Podcast 
The January podcast was part two, the sequel to the December podcast, in which you 
may have heard Kristopher “WigB” Rorberg and a panel of USAF AI test professionals.  
In February, Turbo tried out some new production bells and whistles, as he described 
the No Vote.  In both cases, I’ll say it again:  Recommend this podcast to a friend or 
colleague.  Sometimes it helps if you pick a specific episode that you think he or she 
will like, and send a link to the podcast from your mobile phone.   
 

 

http://www.flighttestsafety.org/awards/35-awards/information/54-tony-levier-flight-test-safety-award
http://www.flighttestsafety.org/awards/35-awards/information/54-tony-levier-flight-test-safety-award
http://www.flighttestsafety.org/awards/35-awards/information/54-tony-levier-flight-test-safety-award
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This podcast is a way to stay connected to the people who can cut through the noise and 
point you to the right literature, paper, or presentation.  Wisdom takes work, and 
podcasts are a way to work smarter.  Any one of us can listen to this podcast on our 
commute or during a workout.  It doesn’t take long to subscribe, and it takes even less 
time to recommend it to a colleague.  If you have suggestions, please email them to 
chairman@flighttestsafety.org.  Please subscribe to the Flight Test Safety Podcast on 
the Apple or Google podcast app.  You can also navigate directly to the recording in a 
browser and leave comments on these platforms. 
 

Contact Flight Test Safety Committee 
Art “Turbo” Tomassetti, Chairman      chairman@flighttestsafety.org 
Susan Bennett, FTSC Administrator               susan@setp.org 
Society of Flight Test Engineers                   edir@sfte.org 
Society of Experimental Test Pilots                  setp@setp.org 
AIAA Flight Test Group                derek.spear@gmail.com 
 
Contact Flight Test Safety Fact 
Mark Jones Jr, Editor                  mark@flighttestfact.com 
Website: flighttestsafety.org            Podcast: ftscchannel.podbean.com/ 
Connect with us by joining the LinkedIn Group:  “Flight Test Safety Committee”  
 

 
How to find the attachments in this newletter

 
 

News FOOTNOTE: *This is an estimate, since the flight path may not have in the same direction as Earth.  

mailto:chairman@flighttestsafety.org
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/flight-test-safety-channel/id1491350654
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If I gave you a fair quarter, and you flip it, what are the chances that it comes up heads? 
 
I'm convinced that “statistical rigor” often shows up in disguise.  The answer to the question above 
is simply elementary, yet none of us would deny that the answer is statistically rigorous.  The 
pedantic engineer would argue that the domain of this discussion is not statistics, insisting that it 
is, in fact, probability, but I think we all know that the two disciplines are like two sides of the 
same coin. 
 
I’m convinced that “statistical rigor” often shows up in disguise, and it’s precisely because we are 
so familiar with its appearance that we fail to recognize it as statistical rigor.  Consider the 
following example. 
 
Example 
The airplane flight manual, the “dash 1” as we call it in the Air Force, is familiar to each of us.  
Each of us have heard of Notes, Cautions, and Warnings.  One such manual defines these three 
terms in the following way. 
● WARNING denotes those items highlighted for the purpose of describing “operating 


procedures or techniques which may result in personal injury or loss of life if not carefully 
followed.”  


● CAUTION denotes those items highlighted for the purpose of describing “operating 
procedures or techniques which may result in damage to equipment if not carefully followed.”  


● NOTE denotes “additional or significant operating information requiring emphasis.” 
These definitions do not use numerical descriptors, yet after reading them, we come away with an 
understanding of their relationship, relative severity, and importance.  We would probably agree 
that each term falls on a spectrum like the one here. 


   
 
The terms are qualitative, instead of being quantitative.  I insist on mentioning both of these, and 
you will quickly see why.  There are many more examples of the meaning of qualitative: yes or 
no, high or low, left or right, and even first or last.  Qualitative does not necessarily mean that 
something is indefinite or imprecise, but instead, it is the complement of—it contrasts with—the 
idea of quantitative, or numerical and measurable characteristics, a term which needs no 
illustration. 
 







This establishes precisely what we mean by qualitative, which is our foundation in the subject of 
communicating uncertainty.  To help us build on this foundation and create a shared lexicon for 
dealing with the varied topics under the broad umbrella of uncertainty (like “statistical rigor”), I 
would like to propose three foundational rules.  First, we should express ideas qualitatively, as we 
did above, as well as quantitatively. Second, we should attempt to describe the range of possible 
outcomes.  Finally, we ought to assess the frequency of potential outcomes. 
 
The purpose of this article is to introduce a set of heuristics, three rules that apply specifically to 
communicating uncertainty in flight test.   


1. Express the outcome both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
2. Describe the range of possible outcomes. 
3. Assess the frequency of potential outcomes. 


 
To quickly illustrate, return to the question asked at the outset: “If I gave you a fair quarter, and 
you flip it, what are the chances that it comes up heads?” 


The possible outcomes are either “heads” or “tails.” There are only two possible outcomes, 
and the probability of either one of these outcomes is 1/2.   


The application of the heuristics is so elementary that we hardly recognize we have applied them.  
A more difficult, but still familiar, example will further illuminate the application in a more 
rigorous way. To save time, though, we will henceforth refer to these heuristics as the 3Q. 
 
The Football Game 
Demonstrating 3Q in the familiar context of an American football game will illustrate their 
application and utility and begin to highlight their strengths and weaknesses.  So let us consider a 
high school football game between two notional schools, The Eagles and their rival, The Hawks. 
The first question one might ask in a conversation about these two teams is which team won, and 
this question serves as a conceptual anchor for the first principle: 


“1. Express the outcome both qualitatively and quantitatively.” 
 
Every time we discuss the results of flight test, we should consider both qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics. Every “answer” should have these two measures.  Asking the question “who won?” 
should serve as the qualitative baseline, the minimum expression of the outcome. Using our 
football game example, we can simply state that The Eagles won the game, and this is a qualitative 
expression of the outcome. At first glance, the reader may have thought that “qualitative” meant 
fuzzy or vague, but our example illustrates that it is not the case.  In the football example, the 
meaning of winning is clear.  The notion of winning may seem to be ambiguous in a flight test, 
but instead it should serve to simply force the test team to admit what they already believe about 
the outcomes of a test. 
 







Introducing a quantitative descriptor may help in our analysis of the outcomes.  In football, we can 
simply report the final score. When we report the score, it gives us a more precise understanding 
of the outcome, but it also gives us a more general notion about uncertainty of the results.  For 
example, if we heard that a football game had a final score of 5-3, we would easily deduce that 
this type of outcome was highly unlikely.  This is more difficult in the domain of flight test, because 
“score” may not be well-defined. Nevertheless, the idea is helpful, because this idea of reporting 
the score transitions us to the second principle of communicating uncertainty: 
 “2. Describe the range of possible outcomes.” 
 
Any time we execute a flight test, the outcome we observe is just one of many possibilities.  A 
particular result—even if it is only the result of one test point—is a validation of something.  If we 
started a test program without any intuition at all about what outcomes are even possible, the first 
test point would be informative.  At a minimum, we get one data point, and that is very important.  
However, it would be better if we knew the total range of possible outcomes.  To continue our 
sports analogy, we see that the range of outcomes include winning, losing, or possibly even a tie.  
These we have expressed qualitatively.  Once we examine it quantitatively, the range of possible 
outcomes takes on an even more complex but descriptive characteristic. 
 
On one end, a scoreless game would result in a 0-0 tie, a case which rarely happens. On the other 
end of the range, we might see scores of 100-35 or something similarly outrageous and lopsided. 
These kinds of outcomes are also rare, but at least theoretically, the upper bound of the range is 
measured in hundreds of points. (It seems reasonable to expect that no football game would ever 
result in a score of more than 400 points by one team. Loosely speaking, this result would require 
one team to score a touchdown almost every minute in a sixty-minute game.) We have described 
the range of possible outcomes—not precisely—but certainly our description is sufficient for this 
discussion.  This highlights the analytic difficulty of definitively identifying the range but also 
shows that a description which lacks precise definition may be perfectly acceptable.   
 
Thus we begin to solidify our notion about the uncertainty of such an outcome, mixing both 
qualitative and quantitative notions in a wonderful way, and we set the stage for the final principle: 
 “3. Assess the frequency of potential outcomes.” 
 
This assessment may be difficult if, as explained above, we have no intuition about the possible 
outcomes from a test point, but our sports example provides some clarity.  A football game in 
which one team scores 100 points is highly unlikely. “Highly unlikely” is the portion of that 
statement that describes the frequency of such an outcome, though it does so qualitatively.  If we 
watched hundreds of football games, we might never observe such a high scoring game.  It would 
certainly only be observed on an infrequent basis. A 0-0 tie might also be very unlikely. 
Somewhere in the middle of this spectrum, we can imagine many games with scores in the 20s 
and 30s, and thus we have a notion about the frequency of these outcomes. In this example, we 







can further refine our idea about frequency by applying rigorous probabilistic principles and 
quantitative descriptors.  We could even examine the possible scoring combinations, like certain 
numbers of field goals and touchdowns and extra points, and we could further refine our ideas 
about frequency analytically.  
 
There is a similar tradeoff between precision and sufficiency in our communication, but we have 
provided the test team analysts and senior leaders both a shared idea of what level of precision is 
possible, if more precision becomes necessary. 
 
We have advanced significantly in our ability to understand the outcome of sports games with 
three simple principles. These rules allow us to communicate clearly and definitely about game 
outcomes, and they help us clarify our understanding, clearing up any ambiguity about the 
outcome.  Finally, they equip stakeholders with an avenue to pursue more clarity and precision 
when needed.  
 
It only takes nineteen words to state the 3Q.  Some words are even repeated.  Furthermore, the 
terms “outcome,” “frequency,” and “range” are all words with definite meanings and appear in the 
lexicon of the most rigorous statistics textbook.  As I said earlier, I’m convinced that “statistical 
rigor” often shows up in disguise, and it’s precisely because we are so familiar with its appearance 
that we fail to recognize it as statistical rigor.   
 
 
 
Application of the 3Q to Test Management Projects 
Write up how I would use the 3Q to bring “statistical rigor” to a given TMP example. 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, let us never say again what we said here: 
“Statistical relevance was considered to the maximum extent possible during test design. However, 
due to the limited scope of the test...rigorous statistical methods are inappropriate.  The test 
execution period and limited prior performance data were strong influences in the design of the 
test.” 
 
Instead, let us accept the classical role of “test professional” in the domain of statistics—just as we 
bring the vocabulary of the warfighter to the technical rigor of aeronautical engineering and apply 
our knowledge of aeronautics to the meeting the needs of the warfighter, we can do the same with 
statistics.  We can speak a language not reserved for dusty textbooks, but instead we can 
communicate about uncertainty with the technical precision we use to execute flight test.  
Ultimately, let us be decidedly unashamed that we have found useful ways to make statistical rigor 
less exhausting. 








QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR THE “NO-VOTE” 


 


 


WHAT ARE SOME THINGS YOU COULD DO TO PREPARE INDIVIDUALS? 


  


 


    


 


 


 


WHAT ARE SOME THINGS YOU COULD DO TO FOSTER A NO VOTE FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT? 


     


 


 


 


 


 


WHAT ARE SOME SPECIFIC ACTIONS FOR LEADERS? 


     


 








  
 


General 
The Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety Award was established by the Flight Test Safety Committee (FTSC) to formally 
recognize a single individual, or small group of individuals, who, recently, has made a significant flight test safety 
contribution to the flight test community as a whole, an organization, a specific program or even a singular event.  This 
award is specific to flight test safety achievements and contributions. This award is not meant for entire organizations or to 
recognize lifetime achievements more appropriately recognized by other organizational awards from SETP, SFTE, AIAA 
and EAA. The factual basis and appropriate time period validation of received nominations will be confirmed.  Nominations 
for the Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety Award are reviewed by the Flight Test Safety Committee and the most deserving 
nominee from the past year is selected. The decision of the Board of Directors is final. The recipient(s) is/are announced at 
the North American Flight Test Safety Workshop in the spring of each year. The distinctive flight helmet trophy (pictured 
above) is officially presented by the corporate sponsor of the award (The Gentex Corporation) at the Society of Experimental 
Test Pilots (SETP) Annual Awards Banquet in the fall. 


 
Selection Criteria 


 


1. A qualified nomination will normally contain details of a notable contribution to a program, an organization or even the entire 
flight test community.  It may also be a singular, exemplary, flight test safety achievement involving the saving of human life, 
flight test program, or test aircraft. However, preceding and during this type of event, the nominee(s) should have demonstrated 
compliance with the applicable flight test safety rules and the generally agreed-upon industry best practices of test preparation 
and conduct.  It must be emphasized that this is not meant to be a “lifetime achievement” award, but focused on a recent, 
singular event or project.  Some examples could be: 


 a. Development of a significant flight test safety related technology 


 b. Development of a new risk management process 


c. A new flight test technique/methodology that improves flight test safety 


  
2. The award is preferably focused on an individual, however, it can be presented to a small group of individuals. 
3. The contribution should have occurred/complete within the last 3-5 years.  The committee has discretion to accept older 


accomplishments due to extraordinary circumstances (e.g., declassification, public release, etc.). 
 


Nomination Guidelines 
 


1. Nominations are solicited and accepted by the Flight Test Safety Committee at any time during the year. 
2. Nominations may be submitted by any individual having sufficient knowledge of the nominee to make the recommendation.       
     Self-nominations are discouraged. 
3. The Nomination form must be presented in writing not later than 30 March 2021 for consideration within that   
     calendar year. If not selected, re-submission of award nominations in the next year is appropriate and encouraged. 
4. The nomination must contain a compelling description and/or pertinent information concerning the candidate's overall  
     contribution to flight test safety, or why an individual event was noteworthy enough to warrant this recognition. 
5. Nominations may be submitted in any of the following ways: 


 
a. Email your nomination form to setp@setp.org. 
b. or FAX. 661-940-0398. 


Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety Award


Nomination Form







 
 


 
Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety Award Nominee(s) 


 
POSITION TITLE 


 
NAME(s): 


 
TITLE: 


AWARD NOMINATION COMMENTS: 


Please describe in detail your reasons for nominating this Tony LeVier Flight Test Safety Award candidate with respect to 
one or more of the criteria described above. These details are important to enable the committee to thoroughly and 
thoughtfully evaluate all submitted nominations. Please attach additional sheets, if required. 


 
 
 


SUBMITTED BY:    
 
DATE:    
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